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According to the Constitution of Singapore, the four official languages of Singapore are Malay, Mandarin, Tamil , and English , while the national language is
Malay. Panchatantra , oldest collection of Indian fables and the most popular work of literature. » English Short Stories » Sanskrit Scripts » Original Pictures
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trove. The collection of Arabian Nights Stories is the most famous literary product of a classical Islamic Civilization that was formed through a merging of
Arabic culture. I have translated these texts as my own way of studying Japanese. I have made them available on my web page primarily for other people
studying Japanese (and also for. Moral stories , moral tales. A master was strolling through a field of wheat when a disciple came up to him and asked, “I
can’t tell which is the true path. One day a rabbit was boasting about how fast he could run. He was laughing at the turtle for being so slow. Much to the
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